Case Study

nCino’s Experience
Delivering Intelligent
Self-Service

nCino was founded in late 2011 by a team of bankers and
entrepreneurs who recognized the need for a single end-to-end
cloud-based banking solution. Today, more than 1,100 financial
institutions in countries around the world are using nCino’s Bank
Operating System. nCino is passionate about its mission of
transforming financial services through innovation, reputation
and speed and continues to foster a strong culture to help
ensure long‑term success for the company, its investors, partners
and, most importantly, its customers.
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q
We know there’s answers to
most of our customers’ questions;
it’s just a matter of finding
the right answer at the right time.
V.J. Watkins, nCino Community Business Analyst

Company goal

Project goal

nCino Community is the one‑stop virtual resource for training,
documentation, collaboration, customer input, and case
submission for the nCino Bank Operating System.

The initial project goal for nCino was to improve the overall
search functionality by indexing nCino’s knowledgebase of
over 6,000 articles, customer ideas discussion threads as
well as general community discussion threads. Additionally,
nCino sought to decrease case volume for common issues that
customers were reaching out to the contact center for help
on, but which could easily be solved online by making existing
documentation findable.

After speaking with many financial services customers, nCino
learned that poor search functionality was a primary challenge
leading to low use and adoption of nCino Community.
Customers, partners, and employees became frustrated when
they searched for precise titles or phrases but didn’t receive
the expected results.
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Solution —
Coveo for Salesforce
In order to accomplish this, nCino decided to leverage Coveo’s
native integration into Salesforce, called Coveo for Salesforce.
Coveo was used in the case submission process and on the
nCino case submission page to help provide recommended
content to customers as they were about to submit a case
with the expectation that the recommended content would
help resolve the customer need. During implementation,
the nCino team began to understand the value of Coveo’s
Usage Analytics. They were now able to see user search
behavior, which was not previously collected, and to then take
data‑based actions to improve the entire customer experience
in nCino Community.

Results
nCino was able to see immediate results after implementing
Coveo. Search relevancy improved instantly, giving nCino
customers an overall enhanced search experience while
enabling nCino Support Engineers to resolve cases more
quickly. Coveo’s Usage Analytics provided the nCino team with
insights into opportunity areas on where to add content on
specific topics that customers were searching for, and the data
also highlighted additional dimensions that should be indexed.
nCino customers visited an average of one fewer pages per
session; while average time on page increased by nearly a
minute, indicating that customers were able to find exactly
what they needed without having to spend unnecessary time
on additional web pages. As the machine learning models
improved, query click‑through increased over time while
average click rank decreased, meaning that customers were
able to find the content they needed in the top tier of search
results and easily click through to it.

q
I’m impressed by the analytics
data we can see and use
to constantly improve the
customer experience.
V.J. Watkins, nCino Community
Business Analyst
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What’s next
nCino plans to continue leveraging Coveo to provide
customers with an intelligent case submission process.
The intelligent case submission process will help customers
find what they need based on their keyword input into
a case submission form. This will help automatically and
proactively guide customers to knowledge articles that may
resolve their issue and not require them to reach out to
the contact center.

Learn from seven industry leaders on how they are deflecting
cases by creating personalized customer self‑service
experiences in our Guide to Delivering Intelligent
Self‑Service ebook.

Learn more about Coveo
The Relevance Company

Coveo is the world’s leading cloud-based relevance platform.
The Coveo Relevance Cloud™ uses applied AI to deliver
relevant experiences in all digital interactions, from search
to recommendations to personalization.

Contact us

